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ABSTRACT

Atmospheric reanalyses depend on a mix of observations and model forecasts. In data-sparse regions such

as the Arctic, the reanalysis solution is more dependent on the model structure, assumptions, and data as-

similation methods than in data-rich regions. Applications such as the forcing of ice–ocean models are sen-

sitive to the errors in reanalyses. Seven reanalysis datasets for the Arctic region are compared over the 30-yr

period 1981–2010: National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)–National Center for Atmo-

spheric ResearchReanalysis 1 (NCEP-R1) andNCEP–U.S. Department of EnergyReanalysis 2 (NCEP-R2),

Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR), Twentieth-Century Reanalysis (20CR), Modern-Era Retro-

spective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA), ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim),

and Japanese 25-year Reanalysis Project (JRA-25). Emphasis is placed on variables not observed directly

including surface fluxes and precipitation and their trends. The monthly averaged surface temperatures, ra-

diative fluxes, precipitation, andwind speed are compared to observed values to assess howwell the reanalysis

data solutions capture the seasonal cycles. Three models stand out as being more consistent with independent

observations: CFSR, MERRA, and ERA-Interim. A coupled ice–ocean model is forced with four of the

datasets to determine how estimates of the ice thickness compare to observed values for each forcing and how

the total ice volume differs among the simulations. Significant differences in the correlation of the simulated

ice thickness with submarine measurements were found, with the MERRA products giving the best corre-

lation (R 5 0.82). The trend in the total ice volume in September is greatest with MERRA (24.1 3
103 km3 decade21) and least with CFSR (22.7 3 103 km3 decade21).

1. Introduction

Atmospheric reanalyses in the Arctic provide esti-

mates of the state of the atmosphere in a region of large

climatic changes as the sea ice cover diminishes, glacial

and ice sheet melt increases, and polar amplification of

surface temperature changes is observed. Atmospheric

reanalyses are critical tools in our attempts to document

and understand these changes. One particularly perti-

nent application is the use of atmospheric reanalyses to

force ice–ocean models. This class of models has a cou-

pled representation of the ice–ocean systems but does

not have an atmosphere. Reanalysis datasets are used to

provide surface atmospheric variables to link the his-

toric state of the atmosphere to the dynamically evolv-

ing ice–ocean state in the model. A notable application

of this class of models is the production of retrospective

time series of sea ice thickness and volume (e.g., Zhang

and Rothrock 2003; Hunke and Holland 2007; Lindsay

et al. 2009; Schweiger at al. 2011; Notz et al. 2013).

Observations for these ice variables are typically too

sparse in time and space to allow an analysis for climate

purposes and the use of atmospheric reanalysis data al-

lows the reconstructions of the ice and ocean state. Be-

cause the ice–ocean environment is strongly forced by

the atmosphere, ice–ocean model simulations are sen-

sitive to the forcing data used and uncertainties in the

reanalysis datasets should be considered.

Kalnay et al. (1996) make a useful distinction in the

reliability of reanalysis output variables. Output vari-

ables are classified depending on the degree to which

they are influenced by the observations or by the model.

For example, class A indicates that a variable is strongly

influenced by observed data (e.g., sea level pressure or

upper air temperatures) whereas class C variables (e.g.,
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precipitation and surface fluxes) are completely de-

termined by the model and subject to the largest un-

certainties. Unfortunately, these variables tend to also

be the ones for which validation data are absent or

limited in time and spatial coverage so that uncertainties

need to be established through a combination of com-

parisons with observations and intercomparisons be-

tween the candidate reanalysis datasets. Earlier studies

have compared reanalysis products to observations in

the Arctic region and some have considered the appli-

cation to sea ice model forcing. For example, excellent

agreement for sea level pressures and a relatively good

correlation for surface winds are reported by Makshtas

et al. (2007) in a study that compared the National Cen-

ters for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)–National

Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Reanalysis

1 (hereafter NCEP-R1) products to observations from

the North Pole drifting stations for the period 1954–

2006. The observed temperature is in good agreement

with reanalysis data only in winter. Liu et al. (2008)

compared surface air temperatures from the NCEP–U.S.

Department of Energy (DOE) Reanalysis 2 (hereafter

NCEP-R2) and 40-yr European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis

(ERA-40) to drifting sea ice buoy observations and

found that the reanalyses have warm annual-mean biases

and underestimate the observed interannual variability in

summer.

To determine the impact of different forcing data for

sea ice models, Hunke and Holland (2007) used three

different forcing datasets (NCEP-R1 was the only

global reanalysis) and found significant differences in

the ice thickness and ocean circulation. Additionally,

Notz et al. (2013) found much different mean sea ice

volume and volume trends in the Max Planck Institute

Earth System Model using NCEP-R1 or ECMWF In-

terim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) forcing. These stud-

ies illustrate how important it is to consider the relative

merits of reanalysis datasets for forcing an ice–ocean

model.

Broader reviews beyond the application to sea ice

model forcing examine other variables and combina-

tions of datasets for the Arctic. For example, specific

humidity and cloudiness at the stations are not repro-

duced well by the reanalysis. Bromwich et al. (2007)

report the largest differences in three products are

related to clouds and their associated radiation im-

pacts; ERA-40 captures the cloud variability better than

NCEP-R1 and the Japanese 25-yr Reanalysis Project

(JRA-25), but the ERA-40 and JRA-25 clouds are too

optically thin for shortwave radiation. In a comparison

of the seasonal climatology for clouds of eight different

reanalyses to different satellite and surface observations,

Chernokulsky andMokhov (2012) report that NCEP-R1,

NCEP-R2, and JRA-25 have less total cloud fraction

(TCF) than observations during the whole year; other

reanalyses are in close agreement with observations

during summer and have noticeably higher TCF values

than observations during winter. Zib et al. (2012) eval-

uate cloud fraction and radiative fluxes compared to

surface observations for five models and also find strong

biases.

Serreze et al. (2012) report that the National Aero-

nautics and SpaceAdministration (NASA)Modern-Era

Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications

(MERRA), Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR),

and ERA-Interim have positive cold season humidity

and temperature biases below 850 hPa based on com-

parisons with radiosonde data; these reanalyses also do

not capture well the observed low-level humidity and

temperature inversions.MERRAhas the smallest biases.

Simmons et al. (2004) compared global surface air tem-

perature trends from NCEP-R1 and ERA-40 and re-

port generally good agreements since 1979. Finally, two

studies have compared NCEP-R1 and ERA-40 in the

Southern Hemisphere: Bromwich and Fogt (2004) in-

vestigate skill trends and Hines et al. (2000) investigate

surface pressure trends and they both find a strong de-

pendence of the trends on the reanalysis model where

observations are sparse.

None of these previous studies provides a compre-

hensive analysis of all the variables required for ice–

ocean model forcing in the Arctic from all of the modern

global reanalysis projects. This paper attempts to fill

this gap by providing an intercomparison of sea level

pressure, near-surface air temperatures, surface short-

wave and longwave radiative fluxes, precipitation, and

wind speed from seven projects: NCEP–R1 and NCEP–

R2, CFSR, Twentieth-Century Reanalysis (20CR),

MERRA, ERA-Interim, and JRA-25. Four products are

from different branches of the National Oceanic and At-

mosphericAdministration (NOAA), one fromNASA, one

fromECMWF, and one from the JapaneseMeteorological

Agency (JMA). We consider here the period 1980–2009

because it spans the satellite era, all of the reanalysis

products cover the period, and a 30-yr period is the stan-

dard for climatological means.

We provide comparisons with in situ observations

where quality observations are available using only ob-

servations that are not assimilated. We then compare

the fields from the different projects by referencing each

dataset to the median of the seven reanalyses. We ex-

amine how well the different analyses agree with each

other and determine if there are significant regional or

seasonal variations in the discrepancies between the

models. Finally we drive our Pan-Arctic Ice Ocean
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Modeling and Assimilation System (PIOMAS) with four

forcing datasets and examine the impact of the selection

on the ice volume time series from 1979 to 2009.

The paper is organized as follows: The main discrim-

inating features for each reanalysis product are de-

scribed in section 2, a summary table of the data sources

is shown in Table 1, each model’s key characteristics are

shown in Table 2, and the variables considered in this

study are given in Table 3. Observations of air temper-

ature, radiative fluxes, precipitation, and wind speed

that have not been assimilated by the different models

are compared to the simulations in section 3. Three-

month seasonal averages of the different models are

then compared to each other in section 4. In section 5

trends in the surface temperature, radiative fluxes, and

precipitation from the different datasets are compared.

Section 6 examines the differences in the simulated ice

volume with the use of four of the datasets to force an

ice–ocean model. In the supplemental material, a table

of the seasonal medians and the deviations of each of the

models from the medians for ocean areas north of 708N

and for land areas north of 658N for each of the variables

in Table 3 as well as a figure illustrating these deviations

from the median are given. Figures of the seasonal 2-m

air temperature trends are also found in the supple-

mental material.

2. The reanalysis products

a. NCEP-R1

TheNCEP–NCARReanalysis 1 project (Kalnay et al.

1996; Kistler et al. 2001) was the first major reanalysis

effort and has been used in a wide array of studies.

NCEP and NCAR collaborated to produce a global

analysis of atmospheric fields beginning in 1948. This

first reanalysis effort uses a forecast model with T62

(210 km) model resolution and 28 vertical levels.

b. NCEP-R2

The main objective of the NCEP–DOE Reanalysis

2 project is to correct known errors in NCEP-R1 and

update the parameterizations of the physical processes

(Kanamitsu et al. 2002). The resolution of the NCEP-R2

model is the same as NCEP-R1, T62 (210 km) with 28

vertical sigma levels. NCEP-R2 starts in 1979. A key

difference in the polar regions is the way sea ice cover is

specified for R2, which follows Atmospheric Model In-

tercomparison Project phase 2 (AMIP-II) sea ice spec-

ifications provided by the Program for Climate Model

Diagnosis and Intercomparison.

c. CFSR

The Climate Forecast System Reanalysis, operated

by NCEP, is a global coupled atmosphere–ocean–land

surface–sea ice system designed to provide the best es-

timate of the state of these domains since 1979 (Saha

et al. 2010). The CFSR includes coupling of the atmo-

sphere and ocean during the generation of 9-h fore-

cast fields, an interactive sea ice model, and assimilation

of satellite radiances over the entire period. The CFSR

atmosphere resolution is ;38 km (T382) with 64 levels

extending from the surface to 0.26 hPa. The ocean res-

olution is 0.258 at the equator, extending to 0.58 beyond
the tropics, with 40 levels to a depth of 4737m. The land

surface model has four soil levels and the sea ice model

has three levels. Satellite observations were used in ra-

diance form and were bias corrected.

The sea ice model is from the Geophysical Fluid Dy-

namics Laboratory (GFDL) Sea Ice Simulator. It has

three vertical layers, including two equal layers of sea

ice and one layer of snow. There are five categories of

possible sea ice thicknesses. Sea ice dynamics are based

on the elastic–viscous–plastic technique (Hunke and

TABLE 1. Reanalysis products, sponsoring agencies, and websites

for documentation and data.

Reanalysis Sponsoring agencies

NCEP-R1 National Centers for Environmental

Prediction–National Center for

Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR)

http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds090.0/

NCEP-R2 National Centers for Environmental

Prediction–U.S. Department of

Energy (NCEP–DOE)

http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds091.0/

CFSR National Centers for Environmental

Prediction (NCEP)

http://cfs.ncep.noaa.gov/cfsr/

http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds093.2/

20CR National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) Earth

System Research

Laboratory (ESRL)–Cooperative Institute for

Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES)

http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds131.1/

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/

data.20thC_ReanV2.html

MERRA National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) Global

Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO)

http://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/merra/

ERA-Interim European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF)

http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds627.0/

http://data-portal.ecmwf.int/data/d/interim_moda/

JRA-25 Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA)

http://jra.kishou.go.jp/JRA-25/index_en.html

http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds625.0/
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Dukowicz 1997) to calculate ice internal stress and ice

thermodynamics are based on Winton (2000).

d. 20CR

The Twentieth-Century Reanalysis is an effort led by

the NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory, Physi-

cal Sciences Division, and the Cooperative Institute for

Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES) Climate

Diagnostics Center to produce a reanalysis dataset

spanning the entire twentieth century, assimilating only

surface observations of air pressure and using the ob-

served monthly sea surface temperature and sea ice

concentration as lower boundary conditions (Compo

et al. 2006, 2011; Whitaker et al. 2004). The dataset

provides estimates of the atmospheric variability from

1871 to 2010. This reanalysis has the advantage of not

being subject to gross changes in the type or quantity of

data assimilated in themodern era or to unknown changes

in the bias of radiosonde or satellite observations.

The analysis is performed with an ensemble Kalman

filter as described in Compo et al. (2011). Each 6-hourly

analysis is the most likely state of the global atmo-

sphere and the uncertainty in that analysis is estimated

as well. The short-term forecast ensemble is generated

in parallel from 56 9-h integrations of the atmospheric

component of the Climate Forecast System (CFS)

model (Saha et al. 2006). The model has a spatial res-

olution of about 200 km on an irregular Gaussian grid

(T62). There are 28 vertical levels and the model top is

at 0.2 hPa. The monthly sea surface temperature and

sea ice fields are from Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea

Surface Temperature (HadISST) data obtained from

the Met Office.

There is a problem with how sea ice is treated in the

20CR model, particularly in coastal regions where the

sea ice concentration is often much less than observed.

Compo et al. (2011) acknowledge the problem and re-

port that it influences the lower tropospheric tempera-

ture structure in both polar regions, creating a warm bias

compared to other reanalysis products during the cold

seasons. As a result the 20CR is the most notable outlier

for many of the variables considered but for others,

particularly in the summer when the temperature dif-

ference is minimal, the ice concentration error is less

significant and meaningful comparisons can be made.

e. MERRA

The Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research

and Application is a NASA reanalysis that uses the

Goddard Earth Observing System Data Assimilation

System, version 5 (GEOS-5) (Rienecker et al. 2008;

Bosilovich et al. 2008). A particular focus of the data

assimilation in the model is to simulate the hydrological

cycle correctly. TheMERRAGEOS-5 data assimilation

system uses three-dimensional variational data assimi-

lation (3D-Var) as the assimilation framework and the

incremental analysis updates (IAU) procedure to slowly

adjust the model state toward the observed state. The

water cycle is improved as spindown is reduced. In ad-

dition, the model physical parameterizations were

tested and evaluated with data assimilation present,

which reduces the shock of adjusting the model system

TABLE 2. Reanalysis product characteristics.

Reanalysis NCEP-R1 NCEP-R2 CFSR 20CR MERRA ERA-Interim JRA-25

Time interval 1948–present 1979–present 1979–present 1871–2008 1979–present 1979–present 1979–present

Type Spectral Spectral Spectral Spectral Finite volume Spectral Spectral

Spatial resolution T62 (210 km) T62 (210 km) T382 (38 km) T62 (210 km) 0.58 3 0.668
(65 km)

T255 (79 km) T106 (120km)

Vertical levels

(top pressure)

Sigma, 28

(3 hPa)

Hybrid sigma,

28 (3 hPa)

Hybrid sigma,

64 (0.26 hPa)

Hybrid sigma,

28 (0.2 hPa)

Hybrid sigma,

72 (0.1 hPa)

Hybrid sigma,

60 (0.1 hPa)

Hybrid sigma,

40 (0.4 hPa)

Data assimilation

method

3D-Var 3D-Var 3D-Var Ensemble

Kalman filter

3D-Var/IAU 4D-Var 3D-Var

Sea ice and SST Various

prescribed

AMIP-II

prescribed

Various

interactive

HadISST

prescribed

Reynolds

prescribed

NCEP*

prescribed

SMMR and SSM/I

prescribed

* NCEP refers here to a changing suite of operational sources from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction.

TABLE 3. Variables considered in this study.

Short name Long name

SLP Sea level pressure

T2M 2-m air temperature

SHF Sensible heat flux

LHF Latent heat flux

DWSWRFB Surface downwelling shortwave flux

DWLWRFB Surface downwelling longwave flux

UWSWRFB Surface upwelling shortwave flux

UWLWRFB Surface upwelling longwave flux

DWSWRFT Top downwelling shortwave flux

UWSWRFT Top upwelling shortwave flux

UWLWRFT Top upwelling longwave flux

PRECIP Precipitation

AVG_SPD Average 10-m wind speed
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to new data. Sea surface temperature and sea ice con-

centration boundary conditions are derived from the

weekly 18 sea surface temperature product of Reynolds

et al. (2002). Serreze et al. (2012) report that the

MERRA record in particular shows evidence of artifacts

in the lower tropospheric temperature and humidity in

the region north of 708N, likely introduced by changes in

assimilation data.

f. ERA-Interim

ERA-Interim represents an undertaking by the

ECMWF to produce a reanalysis with an improved at-

mospheric model and assimilation system that replaces

those used in ERA-40 (Dee et al. 2011). ERA-Interim

uses four-dimensional variational data assimilation

(4D-Var) rather than 3D-Var as in ERA-40. Horizontal

resolution is increased from T159 (nominally 1.1258) for
ERA-40 to T255 (nominally 0.708) for ERA-Interim. It

retains the same 60 model levels used for ERA-40 with

the highest level being 0.1 hPa. In addition, data assim-

ilation of ERA-Interim benefits from more extensive

use of radiances with an improved fast radiative transfer

model. Dee et al. (2011) note the data assimilation ex-

cludes all Television Infrared Observation Satellite

(TIROS) Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) and

scatterometer data over sea ice.

The earlier reanalysis product, ERA-40, is not con-

sidered here because it ends in 2002. It has a significant

discontinuity in the polar air temperatures below

about 500mb starting in 1997 when processing of High-

Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS) sat-

ellite data was improved (Bromwich et al. 2007; Screen

and Simmonds 2011). This discontinuity distorts the

computed trends in the air temperatures (Bitz and Fu

2008; Grant et al. 2008; Thorne 2008). The seasonal

trends in the new product are broadly similar to those

seen in the other models.

g. JRA-25

The Japanese 25-yr Reanalysis represents the first

long-term global atmospheric reanalysis undertaken by

the Japanese Meteorological Agency (Onogi et al. 2007).

It uses the JMA numerical assimilation and forecast

system and observational and satellite data from many

sources including the ECMWF, the National Climatic

Data Center (NCDC), and the Meteorological Research

Institute of JMA.

In JRA-25, 3D-Var data assimilation and a global

spectral model are employed to produce 6-hourly at-

mospheric analysis and forecast cycles. The global spec-

tral model is based on a 320 3 160 (;1.1258) Gaussian

grid with T106 truncation. The vertical grid uses a hybrid

sigma-pressure coordinate scheme utilizing 40 levels up

to 0.4 hPa. Daily sea ice concentration was obtained

using the NASA team algorithm (Cavalieri et al. 1984)

based on Special SensorMicrowave Imager (SSM/I) and

ScanningMultichannelMicrowaveRadiometer (SMMR)

brightness temperatures (Matsumoto et al. 2006). The

bias between SMMR and SSM/I was corrected with the

Cavalieri et al. (1999) method.

h. A note on sea ice

Table 2 lists how sea ice is prescribed or computed for

each model. While the different reanalysis projects used

different sources to specify the ice extent, the differ-

ences are minor except in the aforementioned case of

20CR. For example, sea ice concentration data assimi-

lated by CFSR changes depending on the time period:

from 1979 to 1996 it is from the National Snow and Ice

Data Center (NSIDC; Cavalieri et al. 1996); from 1997

to February 2000 it is from the NCEP operational

analysis (Grumbine 1996); from March 2000 to October

2007 it is from the newer NCEP sea ice analysis system;

and from November 2007 to the present it is from the

operational NCEP passive microwave analysis. Other

reanalysis projects have similar mixes of data sources

for ice concentration. CFSR is the only product with a

modeled ice thickness, although satellite-based obser-

vations of the ice concentration are assimilated. Com-

parison maps of the ice concentration for the different

projects (not shown) verify that minor differences mostly

occur in coastal zones where there aremodest differences

in the land masks.

3. Comparison of reanalysis products to
independent observations

a. Near-surface air temperatures

The 2-m air temperatures are compared to themonthly

average land station data from the Climate Research

Unit at the University of East Anglia (Brohan et al.

2006). Figure 1 shows the station locations, the seasonal-

mean bias, and the anomaly correlations for each of the

reanalysis models for which the monthly mean of each

station and each model at the station location is first

removed. A total of 449 stations north of 608N during the

period 1979–2009 are used, yielding 150000 station-months.

Most of the models estimate the 2-m air temperature by

interpolating between the skin temperature and the

lowest model temperature. However, the ERA-Interim

uses the observed 2-m temperature and background

temperatures from the previous analysis time step in

an optimal interpolation scheme (Dee et al. 2011). As

a consequence, its bias compared to the observations is

smallest, and its correlation is highest. A large winter
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bias in the 20CR is apparent (Compo et al. 2011) and

can be attributed to the bad sea ice specification men-

tioned earlier, though it is largely absent in summer.

The other models have a small warm bias in the winter

of up to 28C and a slightly larger cold bias in the sum-

mer. The MERRA product has a very small bias and

high correlation and CFSR and JRA-25 are nearly as

good.

b. Surface radiative fluxes

The surface radiative fluxes are highly dependent on

the model parameterization of cloud processes, so

large differences are expected among the reanalyses

as reported by Walsh et al. (2009). The surface fluxes

are not assimilated by any of the models. We use the

monthly averaged surface radiative fluxes from the

NASA Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System

(CERES)–Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Pro-

gram (ARM) Validation Experiment (CAVE). CAVE

is a dataset containing radiation and meteorological

data for sites having CERES top-of-atmosphere (TOA)

broadband observations collocated with surface broad-

band flux measurements from the Baseline Surface

Radiation Network (BSRN). There are two Arctic sites:

Barrow, Alaska (1992–2009; operated by ARM), and

Ny-Ålesund (on Spitsbergen Island, 1998–2009; oper-

ated by the Alfred Wegener Institute).

Comparisons of the downwelling surface longwave

and shortwave radiative fluxes are shown in Fig. 2. The

longwave bias is large and positive in the winter for

20CR and large and negative nearly all year for the

NCEP-R1 and NCEP-R2 products; the smallest biases

are in the ERA-Interim andCFSRproducts. The anomaly

correlation, for which the monthly interannual mean of

each station and eachmodel is first removed, of all of the

models is poor in the summer when the cloud fraction

is high and there is little variability. The bias in the

shortwave radiation is severe for the NCEP-R1 and

NCEP-R2 products, rising to almost 100Wm22 too high,

as noted by other researchers (Zib et al. 2012). Cullather

and Bosilovich (2012) compared the MERRA down-

welling shortwave flux to observations and report a

negative bias of 12Wm22 for the year, consistent with

the comparisons shown here. They also note that the

MERRA parameterized albedo for sea ice is fixed at

0.60, lower than measured at the Surface Heat Budget

of the Arctic Ocean (SHEBA), which contributes to an

underestimate in the upwelling shortwave flux. For the

CFSR and the ERA-Interim products the bias in both

fluxes is small for the entire year. The relatively low

biases in ERA-Interim and CFSR indicate that the an-

nual cycle in these properties is likely well represented.

Low anomaly correlations for radiative fluxes points

to difficulties in simulating the variability in the cloud

coverage and properties.

c. Precipitation

Comparing point precipitation measurements to the

precipitation fields from the reanalyses is difficult be-

cause of a strong influence of local conditions on pre-

cipitation measurement and the fact that a substantial

fraction of the precipitation falls as snow, which is no-

toriously difficult to measure (Serreze et al. 2005). Here,

we compare the monthly mean values to those computed

FIG. 1. Comparison of the T2Mmeasured at 449 land stations to estimates from seven reanalysis products representing 150 000 station-

months. (a) Station locations, (b)mean difference for all stations bymonth, and (c) anomaly correlations for which the spatial variability is

removed. The data are from the Climate Research Unit at the University of East Anglia (Brohan et al. 2006).
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by the gridded Global Precipitation Analysis Products

of theGlobal Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC)

(Rudolf and Schneider 2005; Rudolf et al. 2010). The

analyses are based on automatic and intensive manual

quality control of the observed precipitation data from

land stations. This analysis includes the monthly mean

precipitation from all stations within a 0.58 3 1.08 lati-
tude by longitude grid box. Approximately 800 grid

boxes per month contain at least one quality-controlled

monthly mean observation over the period 1989–2009.

The number of stations in each grid box ranges from 1 to

22, with an average of 2 (Fig. 3a). The GPCC grid boxes

containing at least one station are not uniformly dis-

tributed over the landmass.

There is a very large bias in the spring for the 20CR

and CFSR models (Fig. 3b). The JRA-25 model has the

lowest mean bias. The anomaly correlations are better

than expected given the poor showing for the radiative

fluxes. Correlations are best in the ERA-Interim prod-

uct (Fig. 3c).

Cullather and Bosilovich (2011) compare MERRA

arctic data with long-term station measurements and

some field experiment sites. For example, a time series

of MERRA precipitation compared to observations

made at a North Pole drifting ice station shows dis-

crepancies in the magnitude of a few events, but the

comparison (correlations of 0.74) is quite reasonable

given the uncertainties of precipitationmeasurements at

high latitudes.

d. Wind speed

The 10-m wind speed is compared to that measured at

the North Pole drifting ice stations of the former Soviet

Union (Lindsay 1998). The observed daily average speed

for 14 station-years is computed from the average vector

magnitude of 3-hourly values of the meridional and

zonal wind components. The daily average wind speeds

for the reanalysis products are computed from either

daily or 6-hourly vector magnitudes. Figure 4 shows the

monthly mean difference in the wind speed (model 2
observed) for six of the reanalysis models (daily values

for JRA-25 are not readily available). The bias in the

two NCEP products are of opposite sign: NCEP-R1 is

too low and NCEP-R2 too high. CFSR, MERRA, and

ERA-Interim biases are mostly less than 0.5m s21, with

CFSR having the smallest mean bias. Makshtas et al.

(2007) compared wind speed data from the North Pole

FIG. 2. Comparison of the downwelling (left) longwave and (right) shortwave radiative fluxes measured at two

stations to the estimates from the models. Mean difference for all stations by month (top); anomaly correlations for

which the monthly mean of each station and each model is first removed (bottom). The data are from the two BSRN

measurement sites at Barrow (71.328N, 156.618W) and Ny-Ålesund (78.938N, 11.958E).
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stations for the period 1954–2006 to NCEP-R1 and

found that the average wind speed of NCEP-R1 was

nearly the same in winter and 0.5–1.0m s21 too low in

summer. The model with the best correlation in wind

speed is ERA-Interim. Variations in the bias and

correlations between the models may be related to

how the models represent the lower atmospheric

stratification and the translation of the geostrophic

wind to surface wind. Model resolution may also play

a role in that the models with the highest resolution,

ERA-Interim, CFSR, and MERRA, also have the

highest correlations.

4. Comparisons of products to each other

Each of the variables from each of the reanalysis prod-

ucts is regridded with linear interpolation to a common

100-km grid [the Equal-Area Scalable Earth (EASE)

grid from National Snow and Ice Data Center] that is

centered on the pole and extends to south of 508N. To

FIG. 3. Comparison of the monthly precipitation to the model estimates. (a) Map of the station locations, (b) monthly precipitation bias

of each model expressed as a fraction of the observed precipitation, and (c) anomaly correlation in which the monthly means for the

observations and the models have been removed for each location. The data are from the GPCC Full Data Reanalysis, version 5 (http://

gpcc.dwd.de), and the model monthly mean values are linearly interpolated to the station locations for each month for which there are

observations.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the daily average 10-m wind speed from the North Pole drifting ice stations of the former Soviet Union with five

model estimates. Thirteen station-years are included between the years of 1981 and 1990. Daily or 6-hourly wind magnitudes are used to

compute the daily averages for the reanalysis products. (a)Map of the station locations, (b)monthlywind speed bias of eachmodel (model2
observed; mean annual wind speed is 4.1m s21), and (c) correlation of the daily wind speeds by month. The observational data are from the

Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute in Leningrad and are archived at the NSIDC.
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compare the products to each other, we need a common

point of comparison. We use gridpoint local median

value as the common reference because it represents

a consensus estimate that is not influenced by outliers.

This consensus may not be as close to the observed

values as one or more of the individual models but the

median reference helps identify commonalities and

outliers. The comparisons are made on a seasonal ba-

sis: March–May (MAM), June–August (JJA), Sep-

tember–November (SON), and December–February

(DJF). A table and figure in the supplemental material

provides the seasonal medians and deviations from the

median of each model for ocean areas north of 708N and

for land areas north of 658N for each of the variables in

Table 3.

a. Sea level pressure

The sea level pressure is assimilated by all of the mod-

els, so very good agreement among them is expected.

This is generally the case, though the winter season has

the largest discrepancy among the models (see the table

in the supplemental material). The 20CR solution has a

large positive bias over Asia (not shown). This is some-

what surprising because surface pressure is the sole pa-

rameter assimilated by 20CR. Other models, such as

NCEP-R1,MERRA, and JRA-25, have large differences

over Greenland and, in the case of MERRA, over other

mountainous areas. This is likely due to different meth-

ods of reducing the model surface pressure to sea level.

b. Wind speed

The 10-m wind speed is of particular importance for

sea ice modeling because it is used to determine the

surface wind stress, an important factor for ice dynamics.

The strongest winds and the largest differences among the

models are in the winter months (see the table in the

supplemental material). The greatest variability be-

tween the models is over the land surfaces, and the

greatest outlier is the NCEP-R2 product. The other

significant outlier is the NCEP-R1 product, which has

winds lower than the median over much of the Arctic

Ocean. The comparisons to observations from theNorth

Pole drifting ice stations also show that the NCEP-R1

model has lower winds than the others over the Arctic

Ocean and that they are closer to the observed values. In

this case, NCEP-R1 appears to be a better estimate than

the median.

c. Near-surface air temperature

The median and deviations from the median of each

model for the 2-m air temperature estimates for winter

and summer are shown in Fig. 5. There are large

discrepancies in winter for 20CR related to the error in

ice concentration. It has a smaller warm bias over land in

the summer. NCEP-R1 is relatively cold in the winter

over the Arctic Ocean. All of the models are in good

agreement over the Arctic Ocean during the summer as

the surface is melting uniformly, at least until recent

years. Over land the model with the smallest bias is

MERRA, which is close to the median in most land

areas in summer but 1.68 colder than the median in

winter.

d. Radiative fluxes

The downwelling radiative fluxes are much more de-

pendent on the model parameterizations of physical

processes, particularly clouds, than the sea level pres-

sure, air temperature, or height fields. It is no surprise

that there are large variations among themodels, as seen

in the comparisons of models to observations. Median

surface downwelling longwave radiative fluxes for win-

ter and summer for all models and each model’s de-

viation from the median are shown in Fig. 6. In winter

the downwelling longwave bias is smallest for MERRA,

amounting to about 10Wm22 at the two ARM stations.

It averages 7.5Wm22 more than the median over the

oceans and 2.0Wm22 over land, so the median may be

a generally good representation of the observed fluxes in

this case. In the summer both ERA-Interim or CFSR

have a very low bias, less than 5Wm22. However these

two models have a substantial positive bias compared

to the median, 12–19Wm22 for ERA-Interim, so the

maps should be interpreted with the understanding that

these two model fields give the best estimate, not the

median.

In the winter, the largest deviations in downwelling

longwave fluxes are with the 20CR products, which are

very large in the regions where the sea ice concentration

is wrongly assigned. The JRA-25 has much lower and

the two NCEPmodels have somewhat lower fluxes than

the median, consistent with the comparisons of models

to observations. In the summer there are positive anom-

alies over the ocean in the CFSR and ERA-Interim

products and negative anomalies in the NCEP-R1,

NCEP-R2, and JRA-25 products. ERA-Interim and

CFSR appear to have the closest match with the ob-

servations during the summer and their anomaly pat-

terns are similar. This is one case in which the median is

not a good representation of the flux because of the

large bias in the comparisons to observations in four of

the products: NCEP-R1 and NCEP-R2, MERRA, and

JRA-25.

The largest variations, in terms of mean energy flux,

are in the downwelling shortwave radiative fluxes in the
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summer (Fig. 7), when the mean difference between

the median and the individual model fields reaches

60Wm22 on average over the ocean (see supplemental

material). The NCEP-R1 and NCEP-R2 products differ

the most from the median with much higher fluxes

arising from much lower cloudiness. The 20CR value is

the closest to themedian field, although the comparisons

to the observations suggest the median of all the models

is 33Wm22 too high in the summer months at the lo-

cations of the two BSRN stations.

FIG. 5. T2M in (top) summer and (bottom)winter. Themedian of the seasonalmeans for the sevenmodels is in the upper left of each eight-

map set and the deviation from the median for each of the models is in the subsequent maps.
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The incoming shortwave flux, a parameterized choice

of the modeling group, is consistent across models, as

expected, but there is a small deviation for the ERA-

Interim product, which has a flux about 0.8% (3Wm22)

higher than the other models in the summer (not shown).

JRA-25 shows the largest deviation from the median in

the TOA upwelling longwave flux with an average of

12Wm22 more than the median over land (see supple-

mental material). The TOA upwelling summer short-

wave flux is much higher than the median in NCEP-R2

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for surface downwelling longwave radiative flux in the (top) summer and (bottom) winter.
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for locations where sea ice is present, which suggests that

the cloud cover is too low, as also seen in the down-

welling surface radiative fluxes.

e. Precipitation

The annual-mean precipitation fields are shown in

Fig. 8. The NCEP-R1 field is striking in the regularity of

the anomalies, a ‘‘ringing’’ that has been noted before

for this model in many of the fields related to clouds

(Trenberth and Guillemot 1998). The CFSR has heavier

precipitation than the others over the North Atlantic

and North Pacific. As with the comparisons to obser-

vations, aside from CFSR and 20CR, the winter bias in

precipitation is small over land.

f. Turbulent fluxes

The surface sensible and latent heat turbulent fluxes

are critical boundary conditions for the atmosphere and

are sensitive to the land (or ice) surface model, the

surface radiative fluxes, and the atmospheric state. They

depend strongly on the model physics and data assimi-

lation procedures and hence we expect large differences

between the models. In a comparison of winter sensible

heat flux and the summer latent heat flux, the winter

heat fluxes are greatest over the North Atlantic and

North Pacific regions and in the Barents and Bering

Seas. They are generally negative over the Arctic Ocean

and over land (see supplemental material). The largest

deviations with respect to the median are in NCEP-R2,

particularly over land. MERRA has positive deviations

over the Arctic Ocean and to a lesser extent over land.

In the summer, the latent heat flux is strongly positive

over the land and small or slightly negative over the

oceans. Again the largest deviations are in NCEP-R2

over land.

5. Comparison of reanalysis trends

a. Near-surface air temperature

All datasets show significant positive annual-mean

2-m air temperature trends (Fig. 9). All show significant

trends in the Pacific sector of the Arctic Ocean, where

substantial ice loss has occurred in the late summer and

early fall. Other regions showing a significant trend in

most of the models are the Barents Sea and the eastern

portion of Canada, although the strength and spatial

patterns of the trends differ among the models with the

twoNCEPmodels having generally stronger trends. The

ERA-Interimmodel uses the observed 2-m temperature

in postprocessing so this model is expected to be most

representative of the true trends. The North Pacific and

the west coast of North America have no significant

trend as does the region north of Canada where the ice

is generally thicker. The trends are strongly positive in

all of the models in regions where the sea ice has di-

minished most, north of Asia and Alaska, but other re-

gions also show positive trends.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5, but for surface downwelling shortwave radiative flux in the summer.
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The annual trends from the reanalysis models are

generally lower in the Arctic than those computed by

the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) Surface

Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP) dataset (Hansen

et al. 2010). Figure 10 shows the annual-mean 2-m air

temperature trend from GISTEMP 250-km smoothing

radius product over the same 1980–2009 period used in

this study. In many land areas, the GISTEMP trends are

more than twice the median air temperature trends from

the reanalyses. All of the reanalyses appear to be under-

estimating the annual trend as estimated by GISTEMP.

An analysis of seasonal temperature trends (see the

figures in the supplemental material) shows that in the

spring the trends are strongly positive over the Arctic

Ocean; trends over the land surface, however, are not

generally significantly different from zero at the 95%

significance level. All reanalyses have warming over the

Asian landmass and cooling over the North American

landmass but the trends are not generally significant at

the 95% level. The strongest trends in the median field

are in the East Siberian, Barents, and Labrador Seas.

Most of the summer trends show little or no warming

over the Arctic Ocean, as would be expected in a melt-

ing ice bath, but show significant warming over Europe

and central Asia. The exception is NCEP-R2, which has

significant warming over much of the Arctic Ocean.

NCEP-R1 is the only model that has very strong positive

trends over Alaska; all models have significant positive

trends in the North Atlantic.

In the fall there is strong warming over the Chukchi Sea

and to the east in theArcticOcean, where there have been

significant reductions in sea ice extent but lesser warming

than over most of the landmasses. Eastern North America

and the North Atlantic have smaller trends, but they are

generally significant at the 95% level. The patterns of

warming are generally similar in the different models, al-

though the two NCEP models have more widespread

warming over the Arctic Ocean. In the winter, the warm-

ing is generally less than in the other seasons and there is

slight cooling over the Asian landmass. The only region

with significantwarming in allmodels is in theBarents Sea.

b. Radiative fluxes

The downwelling longwave radiative fluxes are linked

closely to the near-surface air temperatures so the trends

in these fluxes have similar patterns to those of the 2-m

air temperature. The downwelling shortwave fluxes de-

pend on the model cloud and aerosol properties and

have strongly differing patterns (Fig. 11). There are

significant negative trends for themajority of themodels

in the Canadian Archipelago and the Barents Sea in-

dicating increasing cloud cover in these regions. An area

in eastern Asia has an increasing trend. The spatial

patterns in the trends are otherwise highly variable. The

most notable outlier is the MERRA model, which has

very strong negative trends over the oceans, most evi-

dent in the North Pacific, again indicative of a strong

positive trend in cloudiness.

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 5, but for annual precipitation.
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c. Precipitation

The spatial patterns for the trend in the annual pre-

cipitation are in general agreement for the different

models, despite differences in climatology for clouds,

precipitable water, and annual precipitation. Figure 12

shows the decadal trends as a fraction of the mean an-

nual precipitation. The only region with a significant

trend (downward) in most of the models is in eastern

Asia. Otherwise, much of the region does not have sig-

nificant trends in precipitation. The spatial patterns in

the trends for the three best models for precipitation

(MERRA, ERA-Interim, and JRA-25) are not consis-

tent. Also note that the ringing in the NCEP-R1 pre-

cipitation fields is not apparent in the trends.

6. Forcing an ice–ocean model

Returning to one of the motivating questions, that of

how the datasets compare for use in simulating past sea

ice conditions, a coupled ice–ocean model was forced

with winds, temperatures, and downwelling radiative

fluxes from four of the datasets (NCEP-R1, CFSR,

MERRA, and ERA-Interim) for the period 1980–2009.

Sea ice volume for the entire Arctic is calculated using

PIOMAS (Zhang and Rothrock 2003). To allow us to

assess the full impact of different forcing datasets, data

assimilation in PIOMAS is turned off for this study. To

account for mean differences in the forcing fields, sea ice

model parameters for each dataset are adjusted to

minimize the mean difference between the estimated

ice draft and that measured by submarines. The two

FIG. 9. Comparisons of annual T2M trends. All trends are actual, not anomalies. The trend is plotted only for regions exceeding 95%

confidence that the trend is nonzero. The top left map is the median trend of all seven models.

FIG. 10. Trends in the annual-mean air temperature from

GISTEMP for the period 1980–2009 with a 250-km smoothing

radius. (Data are from data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp.)
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adjustable parameters in this study are the summer ice

albedo and the sea ice aerodynamic roughness. Sub-

marine sea ice draft data from the Unified Sea Ice

Thickness Climate Data Record are used for compari-

sons to model estimates (1979–2005; 50-km averages,

N 5 1647) (Lindsay 2010; Lindsay 2013). After adjust-

ments, the mean bias in draft ranged between 20.02

and 0.30m. The temporal and spatial variability of the

model ice thickness, however, is not easily improved by

simple parameter adjustments. Following model tuning,

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 8, but for trends in the (top) summer surface downwelling shortwave radiative flux and (bottom) winter surface

downwelling longwave radiative flux.
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the correlation between the model ice draft and the

measured ice draft for the four models is 0.76, 0.79, 0.80,

and 0.82 for ERA-Interim, CFSR, NCEP-R1, and

MERRA, respectively. These correlations are for 50-km

ice draft measurements taken within the data release

area for the submarines from different months, but

primarily in the spring and fall. Thus, MERRA does

a little better in simulating the ice draft variability than

the other products and the difference in the correlation

from the next best, NCEP-R1, is significant at a p value

of 0.98.

There are also significant differences in the time series

of the simulated total ice volume estimates (Fig. 13),

particularly in March in the first half of the record, and

the resulting ice volume trends differ. The trends inMarch

are22.5,22.9,23.6, and23.46 0.033 103km3decade21

for CFSR, ERA-Interim, MERRA, and NCEP-R1, re-

spectively (1980–2009). Thus, the trend computed using

MERRA and NCEP-R1 forcings is significantly stron-

ger than for the other two. In September the trends are

22.7,23.4,24.2, and24.16 0.33 103 km3 decade21 in

the same order. Again the trend computed usingMERRA

and NCEP-R1 forcings is significantly stronger than for

the other two.

These experiments show that there are important

differences in the results of ice simulations depending on

which forcing dataset is used. This sensitivity of coupled

ice–oceanmodels to the atmospheric forcing dataset was

also found by both Hunke and Holland (2007) and Notz

et al. (2013). In the Notz et al. (2013) study, the simu-

lated September ice volume was less than half as much

using ERA-Interim forcing compared to using NCEP-R1

forcing in part because the model was not fully adjusted

to the different biases of each dataset. As a result the

trend in September ice volume was also very different,

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 8, but for annual precipitation trends expressed as a percent of the mean annual total precipitation at each location.

FIG. 13. Total Arctic sea ice volume computed by PIOMAS for

(top) March and (bottom) September using forcing data from four

different reanalysis datasets.
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22.6 3 103 km3 decade21 for the NCEP-R1 forcing

(1979–2007) compared to a much weaker trend in the

run with thinner ice, 21.6 3 103 km3 decade21 for the

ERA-Interim forcing. In contrast, our range of differ-

ences in mean state and volume trends using different

forcing datasets is substantially smaller and in line with

uncertainties estimated through independent ice thick-

ness validation (Schweiger et al. 2011). The ability of this

class of models to reproduce the mean state is important

for assessing trend sensitivities of themodels to different

forcing datasets.

7. Discussion and conclusions

In a comparison of the monthly averaged products

from seven different reanalysis efforts for the period

1980–2009, some of the fields that are related directly

to observations differ little among products, while the

fields that are less closely related to observations in

some cases differ substantially.

In comparison to observations the 2-m air tempera-

ture for four models were generally closely correlated

to the observations and showed small biases: CFSR,

MERRA, ERA-Interim, and JRA-25. For the longwave

radiative fluxes, the models with the smallest bias and

best correlations areCFSR,MERRA, andERA-Interim,

although in the summer the correlations were all rather

poor, below 0.7. The shortwave radiative flux bias was

also smallest for CFSR, MERRA, and ERA-Interim.

The summer correlations were also generally poor, near

0.7 or less. However, thismay simply be due to persistent

large cloud fractions during summer and the relatively

small interannual variability in the longwave flux yield-

ing a small signal-to-noise ratio. Precipitation for land

stations has the smallest bias and largest correlation in

three models: MERRA, ERA-Interim, and JRA-25.

Large biases were found in the CFSR and 20CR prod-

ucts. Compared to observations from drifting ice camps,

the smallest bias for wind speed is found with the CFSR

model, but the biases of the MERRA and ERA-Interim

models are not much larger. The best correlation for

wind speed is for the ERA-Interim model in all seasons,

rising to R 5 0.93 in June. In general CFSR, MERRA,

and ERA-Interim all perform well compared to the

observations, but ERA-Interim has more consistently

good scores for the observations we analyzed.

Reanalysis seasonal-mean fields are compared by first

computing the median value from the seven models and

then determining the deviation from the median for

each model. As expected, sea level pressure fields dif-

fered very little, except for the 20CRmodel. The winter-

mean wind speeds were in general agreement except the

NCEP-R1 model is lower than the median over the

oceans, consistent with the comparisons to the North

Pole drifting ice station observations; the NCEP-R2

model has higher wind speeds over land. Summer 2-m

air temperatures are in agreement for the seven differ-

entmodels but there is greater variability among them in

winter. The 20CRproduct is much too warm andNCEP-

R1 is colder than the others over sea ice. There is large

variability among the models for the downwelling radi-

ation. The two NCEP models produce much less long-

wave flux and much more shortwave flux in the summer

than the other models, consistent with the comparisons

to observations and the likely too small representation

of cloud fraction in these two models. The TOA up-

welling longwave flux is much greater in the JRA-25

model than in the others. There is large variability among

the models in the summer TOA upwelling shortwave

flux, also reflecting the large variations in model cloud

coverage results. Total annual-mean precipitation is

markedly higher in CFSR and 20CR than the others;

these two products share the same atmospheric model.

The turbulent sensible and latent heat fluxes have the

greatest variability over land and the variations from

the median are large, exceeding 50Wm22 in some lo-

cations. The recent study by Bourassa et al. (2013) also

found large variations in the surface fluxes in reanalysis

and other gridded surface flux fields.

Kistler et al. (2001) point out that agreement among

reanalyses in the trend is an important and necessary,

but not sufficient, condition for confidence in the trends

because of the changing nature of the observational

basis of the reanalyses. Here we show there is large

variability between the different models and, in the case

of the 2-m air temperature, between the models and a

global quality-controlled air temperature dataset, GIS-

TEMP. The spatial patterns of the seasonal trends, and

indeed the signs of the trends, differ between themodels

in some locations. Only in the fall do all the models

agree; there is a significant warming trend in the Pa-

cific sector of the Arctic Ocean, where sea ice decline

is most pronounced. These observations further re-

inforce the notion that trends in the reanalysis products

should be used with caution and that uncertainties at the

regional scale are substantial.

Sea ice thickness and total ice volume were computed

with the PIOMAS coupled ice–oceanmodel using forcing

from four of the reanalysis projects. The results are

broadly similar but in comparison to submarine ice draft

measurements forcing fields from one of the product

sets show a better correlation, the MERRAmodel. The

bias of the different forcing sets is accounted for by

adjusting parameters in the ice model to minimize the

bias. Ice volume trends are different in the different

simulations with CFSR forcing producing the smallest
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trend and NCEP-R1 the largest, 50% larger than that

of CFSR. Determining the specific mechanisms re-

sponsible for producing these differences is beyond

the scope of this study but would be an interesting line

of research.

Global atmospheric and oceanic reanalysis is a rapidly

developing field of research. Advances are being made

in observational systems and quality control, data as-

similation, and the core forecast models. New major

efforts are anticipated from several groups. The current

status of various reanalysis projects can be found at

the Reanalysis Intercomparison and Observations web

page (reanalyses.org) or the Atmospheric Reanalysis

section of the NCAR Climate Data Guide (https://

climatedataguide.ucar.edu/reanalysis/atmospheric-

reanalysis-overview-comparison-tables).
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